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A SENTENCE THAT IS DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET 
Vítězslav ŠVEJDAR 
Abstract: A ZF-sentence cp is found such that (ZF + g> ) 
is not interpretable in ZF, (GB + cp ) is not interpretable 
in GB, but (ZF + cp ) is interpretable in GB. 
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Introduction. In 1972 H6:jk:ov6 and Hajek constructed 
an arithmetical sentence g> such that (ZF + g> ) is relative­
ly interpretable in ZF but (GB + cp ) is not r e l a t i v e 3 : y inter­
pretable in GB (123). If we denote "L^g and IQ« the sets of 
all sentences cp such that (ZF + <p ) is relatively interpret­
able in ZF and (GB + g? ) is relative3y interpretable in GB 
respective3y f the result in [23 shows that I Zp - I Q B is non­
empty. In 1976 Solovay proved that also I Q B - 1„~ is nonemp­
ty (C43). The relation between IZp and I Q B is further analy­
sed in 11J . In the present paper we shall use the methods of 
[23 and 143 to obtain the following result. 
Theorem. There exists a sentence 9 such that 
*¥ $ "^ZF^GB but ^ZF + !? ) is relatively interpretable in GB. 
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Preliminaries and Solovay's provability predicates. We 
deal with metamathematics formalized within Peano arithmetic. 
Formulas and terms are identified with their GOdel numbers. 
Con(tf ) is the usual consistency statement for a formula ̂ ( x ) , 
Intp(z,x) expresses that z is a sentence and x is an interpre-
tation of (GB + z) in GB, where interpretation includes both 
translations of atomic formulas and proofs (in GB) of transla-
ted axioms (of (GB + z)), see r1J and E 21. ZFr n is the finite 
set of all axioms of ZF which are less than n. In arithmetic, 
zf is the natural d efinition of all formal axioms of ZF, in 
other words,zf(x) is the natural binumeration of ZF. 
For a theory T in a language L let T be the conservati-
ve Henkin extension of T formulated in L • Let A(L) be the 
set of all closed instances (in L ) of logical axioms, of a-
xioms of identity and equality and of Henkin axioms (1*33). A 
sentence cp of L is provable in T if .and only if it is a tau-
tological consequence of A(L)uT (seeC3J, p. 49). In the 
present paper L is the language of ZF while T is ZF or the 
predicate calculus for L. 
A function s associating 0 or 1 with every L -sentence 
less than n is a generalized satisfactory sequence on n if 
(1) s preserves logical connectives 
(2) s(y) s 1 for every <p e A ( L ) . 
A function s i s a satisfactory sequence on n if, in addition, 
(3) s(g? ) s f for every y> e ZF. 
The notion of satisfactory sequence is immediately formalized 
in arithmetic. Now let us define the formalized Solovay's 
provability predicates as follows: 
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Prf (9 ,x) = cp <r x and s(g?) * 1 for every generalized 
satisfactory sequence s on x 
Prf( 9 ,x) ss 9 .< x and 3(9) - 1 for every satisfactory 
sequence s on x 
PrQ( 9 ) s 3 x Prf Q( 9 ,x) 
Pr ( 9 ) is 3 x Prf ( y ,x). 
We read Prf(9»x) as M 9 is provable on level x". The prova- * 
bility predicates have the expected properties: 
Lemma» Let 9 be a sentence in L* Then 
(i) Pr (9) iff 9 is provable in the predicate calculus, 
(ii) Pr(y) iff 9 is provable in zf. 
Satisfaction relations. In GB +• V = L we are able to de-
fine the partial satisfaction relations for formulas in L . 
The axiom V = L is required for the definition of values of 
Henkin constants. For a more detailed treatment of satisfac-
tion relations see C43 or L11• 
A class Z is a satisfaction relation on j (in symbols 
Tr(Z,j)) if Z is a function defined on all pairs <a,u> where 
u: co — > V is an evaluation of variables and a is a term or a 
formula in L , a<j. If a is a term, Z associates with it its 
"correct" value under u, if a is a formula, Z associates with 
it its truth value 0 or 1. The inductive (Tarski's) conditi-
ons determine the values of Z uniquely. A number j is oecup-
able (in symbols Ocp(j)) if there exists a satisfaction rela-
tion on j. Satisfaction relations have the following proper-
ties: 
Lemma: (GB + V = L). (i) If Ocp(j), then the satisfac-
tion relation on j is unique. 
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(ii) 4j; Ocp(j)$ is a cut, i.e. it is closed under <: 
and +1 but Hi Ocp(j)J a y ia unprovable. 
(iii) If gp is a sentence of L then 
t~ Tr(Z,j) %, 5p<;j-->( t s Z(f, . ) = T). 
(iv) If Tr(Z,:j) then Z restricted to pairs <a,u> where 
a is a sentence gives a satisfactory sequence on j. 
The construction. We are now ready to define our sen-
tence ty and prove its properties. <j> is defined using the 
self-reference theorem as follows: 
V-cps Vx,y(Intp(cf ,x)&Prf(f ,y) &(&(zf r x) —-> T~g> )< y~> 
—> Prf0(g,(zf rx) ~*=r$ ,y)). 
F i r s t , l e t us prove that (GB + tp ) i s not interpretable 
in GB. Assume the contrary. Then lntp(g?,x) has some standard 
witness m". Let us denote d == S^izf MT) —> T ^ . Then 
( * ) H g > — = > V y ( P r f ( f , y ) & d < y —>PrfQ(& (zf rm) - > =T~f , y ) ) . 
By the e s s e n t i a l r e f l e x i v i t y we have 
V— op —? Con(zf M + g j ) . 
That means, by ( i ) of our f i r s t lemma, 
( * * ) H 9 —> "i PrQ( 2c (zf r m) —> nT̂ " ) . 
By (,# ) and (̂ c # ) we have 
f-tj> —*> V y ( d < y - > -1 P r f ( c J f y ) ) . 
But if y is not provable on any level greater than d", it is 
not provable at all. Hence by (ii) of the lemma 
l—cy — * Con(zf + "T̂ P) 
.̂g, —.> Con(zf )• 
Hence eg implies Con(zf) which (being equivalent to Con(GB)) 
is not an element of IQQ. This is a contradiction with 
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? e IGB* 
For op 4 *zF not^ce tna,t tne provability predicates are 
primitive recursive and <j> e TT-̂ # Since 9 is unprovable, 
(ZF + cp ) is not interpretable in ZF. 
To interpret (ZF + 9? ) in GB it suffices to interpret 
(ZF + <j> ) in (GB + V = L + -19 ). Let us proceed in the last * 
theory. We have 
3x,y(Intp(f,x)&Prf(cp,y)&(k (zf lN x) — > Tq> )<y ̂  
h -1 Prf 0(Mzf t̂ x) -* T $ ,y)). 
As 1 9 t by (iii) and (iv) of our second lemma, for every 
occupable j there exists a satisfactory sequence a on j such 
that s(Zp) = 0. Hence 
VJ (Ocp(j)—> i Prf(9,j)) 
and our y is nonoccupable. Also, since Intp(<jT, • ) has no stan-
dard witness, x is nonstandard. 
Since -1 Prf0( & (zf I* x) — v =Tqp* ,y), by the definition of 
Prf there exists a generalized satisfactory sequence s on j 
such that s ( &. (zf Is x) — > Tcp" ) = 0. By the Solovay's const-
ruction (see 14] or [ t ] for details) we can use s to construct 
an interpretation ^ of the language L such that for every sen-
tence if in L 
V— \f ~ S (Ijr ) = t . 
But by the nonstandardness of x we have ai^f) = t for every 
Y 6 ZF and also s(^) = t for our constructed tp . This con-
cludes our proof. 
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